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ABSTRACT
BACKGROUND: Human decision making exhibits a mixture of model-based and model-free control. Recent evidence
indicates that arbitration between these two modes of control (“metacontrol”) is based on their relative costs and
beneﬁts. While model-based control may increase accuracy, it requires greater computational resources, so
people invoke model-based control only when potential rewards exceed those of model-free control. We used a
sequential decision task, while concurrently manipulating performance incentives, to ask if symptoms and traits of
psychopathology decrease or increase model-based control in response to incentives.
METHODS: We recruited a nonpatient population of 839 online participants using Amazon Mechanical Turk who
completed transdiagnostic self-report measures encompassing symptoms, traits, and factors. We ﬁt a dual-controller
reinforcement learning model and obtained a computational measure of model-based control separately for small
incentives and large incentives.
RESULTS: None of the constructs were related to a failure of large incentives to boost model-based control. In fact,
for the sensation seeking trait and anxious-depression factor, higher scores were associated with a larger incentive
effect, whereby greater levels of these constructs were associated with larger increases in model-based control.
Many constructs showed decreases in model-based control as a function of severity, but a social withdrawal
factor was positively correlated; alcohol use and social anxiety were unrelated to model-based control.
CONCLUSIONS: Our results demonstrate that model-based control can reliably be improved independent of
construct severity for most measures. This suggests that incentives may be a useful intervention for boosting
model-based control across a range of symptom and trait severity.
Keywords: Computational psychiatry, Habits and goals, Incentives, Model-based control, Psychiatric constructs,
Reinforcement learning
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Decisions are sometimes the product of habit, and sometimes
the product of planning. The two forms of decision making
embody complementary strengths and weaknesses: habits are
inﬂexible (and hence sometimes inaccurate) but require minimal cognitive effort, whereas plans support ﬂexible goal pursuit but require greater cognitive effort. This dichotomy has
signiﬁcant clinical implications, because some psychopathological behaviors can be understood as arising from the hegemony of habits over plans. For example, drug addiction and
obsessive-compulsive disorder are associated with an inability
to overcome maladaptive habits (1).
Computational models have led to a formal description of
the habit-planning dichotomy by specifying precise algorithmic
hypotheses (2–4), with wide-ranging ramiﬁcations for the
neurobiology of decision making and its breakdown in psychopathology. In particular, reinforcement learning models
have operationalized habits in terms of “model-free” control
and planning in terms of “model-based” control. Model-free
control selects actions based on the degree to which they
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have been rewarded, using cached reward predictions that are
updated by trial and error. Because these cached predictions
can only be updated by interaction with the environment
[though see Gershman et al. (5)], they will be insensitive to
changes in the environment that have not been directly
experienced, leading to the brittleness characteristic of habits.
Model-based control selects actions based on an internal
model of the environment, which speciﬁes how actions affect
the state of the environment. By using mental simulation of the
internal model, model-based control can generate sequential
plans that adapt ﬂexibly to changes in the environment, even
without direct experience. However, mental simulation is
cognitively costly, and thus people will prefer model-free
control when cognitive resources are scarce (6), accuracy is
poorly incentivized (7), or mental simulation produces unreliable reward predictions (2,8).
In the current study, we examine the balance of model-free
and model-based control using a reinforcement learning
paradigm that allows us to quantify the degree to which
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standard assessment tool for measuring model-based control
in clinical studies. However, recent research has shown that the
Daw two-step task does not incentivize model-based control,
because model-free and model-based control lead to roughly
equivalent performance on the task (19). Moreover, increasing
incentives in the Daw two-step task does not increase modelbased control (7). For this reason, the task is not useful for
addressing the question of whether psychiatric symptoms and
traits are associated with an inability to boost model-based
control in response to incentives. Fortunately, Kool et al. (19)
have developed a novel sequential decision task in which
model-based control does lead to improved performance, and
incentives are effective at amplifying model-based control on
the task (7). In particular, informing participants that their earnings would be multiplied by ﬁve on particular trials (the “highstakes” condition) was effective at increasing their reliance on
model-based control relative to a baseline (“low stakes”) condition. Our goal in this article is to revisit the approach of Gillan
et al. (14) using the Kool two-step task (7), which allows us to
measure the effect of incentives on model-based control across
a range of severity on several psychiatric constructs.

model-based control can be incentivized. This allows us to ask
a critical question for the treatment of certain psychiatric
symptoms and traits: can incentives ameliorate model-based
deﬁcits associated with certain clinical symptoms and traits?
We approach this question by collecting a broad range of
commonly used self-report measures and well-deﬁned transdiagnostic traits in a diverse online population, measuring the
relationship between these measures and a computationally
derived estimate of model-based control under different
incentive conditions.

Model-Based Control and Psychopathology
Empirical studies indicate that model-based control is disrupted across an array of disorders and psychopathological
constructs. In particular, model-based impairments have been
revealed in schizophrenia (9), binge eating disorder (10),
obsessive-compulsive disorder (10), and methamphetamine
dependence (10). However, studies of alcohol dependence
have been equivocal, with research ﬁnding behavioral deﬁcits
(11) and reduced prefrontal signatures of model-based control
(12) in detoxiﬁed alcohol-dependent patients, but no association between model-based control and problematic drinking in
adolescents (13).
While these studies focused on DSM diagnoses, a recent
study by Gillan et al. (14) examined model-based control
among several transdiagnostic traits. They found that a factor containing compulsive behavior and intrusive thought
items was negatively associated with model-based control,
whereas an anxious-depression factor showed no relationship, and a social withdrawal factor had a small positive association with model-based control (14). On the one hand,
comparing diagnostic groups has several problems,
including high levels of comorbidity and shared symptoms
among people in different diagnostic groups (15–17). On the
other hand, using continuous outcomes allows researchers
to understand how cognitive processes, such as modelbased control, covary with increasing symptom and trait
severity, across several clinically related constructs.
Gillan et al. (14) measured model-based control using a
sequential decision task developed by Daw et al. (18), which we
refer to as the Daw two-step task. This task has been the
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On the basis of behavioral data from the Kool two-step task,
we have argued that arbitration between model-based and
model-free control is implemented by a cost-beneﬁt analysis
[see also Boureau et al. (20)]. According to this view, a metacontroller approximates the relative costs and beneﬁts of using
each controller and chooses one based on the optimal costbeneﬁt ratio (Figure 1A). In the Daw two-step task, modelbased control confers no beneﬁt, and hence the metacontroller will prefer the cognitively cheaper model-free controller.
In the Kool two-step task, by contrast, model-based control
does confer a beneﬁt, so it will tend to be preferred by the
metacontroller. This explains why people are overall more
model based on the Kool two-step task than on the Daw twostep task, and why incentives increase reliance on modelbased control only on the Kool two-step task.
We note that this is not the only way to understand
the tension between habits and planning; for example, theories
based on the free energy principle frame this tension in
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Figure 1. (A) Schematic showing how a metacontroller compares the computational cost against
the reward beneﬁt for model-based and model-free
controllers. This produces a weighting parameter
(w) for each individual that measures the probability
of selecting model-based control (MBcontrol). (B)
Schematic showing how MBcontrol hypothetically
changes with the degree of the psychiatric construct
and incentives (high vs. low stakes).
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terms of model comparison (21). However, because the
model-based/model-free distinction is currently the most
prominent and well-characterized framework, we focus on it in
this article.
We use this framework to interpret the results of our
study, by investigating three patterns (schematized in
Figure 1B): 1) the effect of psychiatric constructs on modelbased control, 2) the effect of incentives on model-based
control, and 3) the interaction between these two effects.
We expect, based on the work of Gillan et al. (14), that many
psychiatric constructs will be associated with lower modelbased control. Furthermore, we expect, based on the work
of Kool et al. (7), that incentives will increase model-based
control overall. The critical question is whether incentives
manifest as a ﬁxed boost in model-based control regardless
of symptom or trait severity, or whether severity modulates
the boost. The answer to this question will have implications
for the effectiveness of incentive-based interventions. If high
symptom or trait severity is associated with low sensitivity to

A

Table 1. Self-reported Demographics (N = 839)
%

n

Endorsed speciﬁc diagnosis

36.83

309

2 diagnoses

13.59

114

6.80

57

30.99

260

8.46

72

19.79

166

Clinical Characteristic

$3 diagnoses
Past Treatment
Any treatment
Partial, inpatient, residential
Current Treatment
Any treatment
Partial, inpatient, residential

4.29

36

Psychiatric medication

9.77

81

incentives, then it is unlikely that such interventions will be
effective for clinically relevant psychiatric symptoms and
traits. If, on the other hand, the incentive effect observed by
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Figure 2. (A) On each trial, participants were ﬁrst informed about the stakes, and then made a choice between two rockets. They then deterministically
transitioned to a red or purple planet and received a reward. (B) State transition structure of the task. Rewards changed gradually over trials according to a
Gaussian random walk. (C) Model-based control, measured by ﬁtting a computational model to choice behavior, was signiﬁcantly higher on high stakes trials
compared with low stakes trials. (D) Greater model-based control was associated with higher average reward rate across stakes. Shading denotes credible
intervals around bmean.
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Kool et al. (7) is independent of symptom or trait severity,
then such interventions may hold promise.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
Participants
We recruited 941 participants using Amazon Mechanical Turk
(Amazon, Seattle, WA). Participants gave informed consent
and the study was approved by the Harvard Committee on the
Use of Human Subjects.
Participants had to reside in the United States and have a
90% approval rating, and 100 participants completed Human
Intelligence Tasks. Participants completed a computer-adaptive
IQ test, the novel two-step paradigm, 19 clinical scales, a clinical
demographic questionnaire (Table 1), and an additional cognitive task. Compensation was $20 with a performance bonus
($0.48 to $1.11). Following the exclusion criteria (Supplement),
the ﬁnal sample included 839 participants (48.75% women
and 51.25% men) ranging from 18 to 73 years of age (mean
age 34.95 6 10.1 years) and with a mean IQ of 99.1 6 9.71.

Self-report Measures
Participants completed several self-report measures (descriptions in Supplemental Table S1; mean [SD] data in
Supplemental Table S2) including the Apathy Evaluation Scale
(22), trait portion of the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (23),
Alcohol Use Disorders Identiﬁcation Test (24), Zung SelfRating Depression Scale (25), short schizotypy scale (26),
Obsessive-Compulsive Inventory–Revised (27), Social Anxiety
Scale (28), Eating Attitudes Test (29), Intolerance of Uncertainty
Scale (30), Anxiety Sensitivity Index-3 (31), Ruminative
Response Scale (32), Difﬁculties in Emotion Regulation Scale
(33), Distress Tolerance Scale (34), Barratt Impulsiveness
Scale-11 (35), and UPPS-P Impulsivity Scale (36–38) (the
UPPS-P comprises positive and negative urgency, sensation
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Participants performed 200 trials of the two-step task developed by Kool et al. (7), which allowed us to measure adaptive
increases in model-based control by comparing the degree of
model-based control across high and low stakes (Figure 2A,
B). In this task, the participant randomly starts in one of two
ﬁrst-stage states, choosing one of two rocket ships (which are
randomly mapped to response keys). Conditional on this
choice, the participant deterministically transitions to the purple or red alien planet. On this alien planet, the participant then
receives a reward indicated by alien treasure. The amount of
reward obtained at each planet changes randomly and gradually over the task, independently for each planet (a Gaussian
random walk between 0 and 19) (additional details in the
Supplement).
If the participant fails to make a response, no reward is
delivered and the task proceeds to the next trial. Each trial was
randomly assigned to one of two conditions. In the highstakes condition, the participant received ﬁve times the alien
treasure reward (53 multiplier) (Figure 2A). In the low-stakes
condition, the participant received the displayed alien treasure reward.

Analyses
Computational Model. We estimated model-based control for high stakes (large incentives) and low stakes (small
incentives) with a dual-system reinforcement learning model
(18,39). In this framework, model-free control learns the
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seeking, lack of premeditation, and lack of perseverance). We
summarized nine of these self-report measures (Supplemental
Table S1) with three latent constructs (anxious depression,
compulsive behavior and intrusive thought, and social withdrawal) that were generated using the factor loadings from
Gillan et al. (14).

35
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Figure 3. (A) Coefﬁcient plot with credible intervals containing 95% of the posterior probability
density around the mean, organized according to
descending effect size. The coefﬁcient value represents the estimated slope of the line relating symptom severity to model-based control (MBcontrol).
Coefﬁcients were estimated separately for high and
low stakes; the high–low intervals show the relative
effect. Distance from zero indicates a stronger
relationship (e.g., stronger reductions in MBcontrol)
and the credible interval indicates probable values of
the self-report measure parameter estimate. Greater
credible interval width indicates greater uncertainty
about the parameter estimate. (B) Distress intolerance is associated with reduced model-based control, but high stakes boost model-based control by
roughly the same amount regardless of the distress
intolerance score. (C) Sensation seeking is associated with reduced model-based control in low
stakes but not in high stakes.
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value of actions through direct experience and is insensitive
to sudden environmental changes. Alternatively, modelbased control uses a model of the environment to instantaneously update which ﬁrst-stage choice leads to each
alien planet. The balance between model-free and modelbased control is governed by a free parameter (w) in the
computational model. We ﬁt the parameter w for low
stakes (small incentives) and high stakes (large incentives)
separately (additional model ﬁtting details in the
Supplement).

Predictors of Model-Based Control (Bayesian
Regression). Bayesian linear regression (40,41) was used
to quantify the relationship among metacontrol, average
reward rate, and self-report measures, while controlling for
age, IQ, and gender. A classic general linear model results in
a single beta value point estimate and conﬁdence intervals
around that beta value that represent the percentage of the
time the interval would contain the population beta value if
the study was conducted many times. In contrast, rather
than providing a single point estimate, a Bayesian regression provides a posterior distribution of beta values given
the data, quantifying the uncertainty about the betas. We
summarized the posterior using a 95% highest posterior
density credible interval around the mode. We also report
the posterior probabilities that the beta value is greater or
less zero.
We used the brms package (42) with the default prior s w
student-t(3,0,10) and separately regressed each self-report
measure and average reward rate onto model-based control
(w) while controlling for age, IQ, and gender. We included a
regressor expressing the interaction between the self-report
measure and high or low stakes. Thus, we examined
changes in model-based control across stakes as a function of
each construct separately. This is consistent with Gillan et al.
(14) and also retains the construct validity of these measures,
as the constructs have been widely examined independently in
prior research. We also ran a separate analysis entering all
scales into a single regression, though it is possible the correlations across measures diminishes the construct validity of
any individual measure. This is because it is unknown which
portion of a single measures’ variance accounts for the effects
while controlling for other measures. In addition, we ran
separate regressions adding the inverse temperature parameter as a confound.

dependent variable. Thus, we examined changes in modelbased control (w) as a function of the interaction between
stakes and the psychiatric factors. In a separate analysis, we
also added inverse temperature as a covariate to mirror the
self-report regressions.

RESULTS
Stakes, Reward Rate, and Model-Based Control
Consistent with the ﬁndings of Kool et al. (7), a paired-sample t
test indicated participants engaged in signiﬁcantly more
model-based control (w) in the high-stakes condition
compared with the low-stakes condition (Figure 2C) (t838 =
10.21, p , .001; Cohen’s d = 0.35). Using Bayesian regression,
the highest posterior density for high and low stakes indicated
that the greater average reward rate predicted greater modelbased control with high certainty (narrow credible intervals)
(low-stakes condition [bmean = .472, conﬁdence interval = .417–
.530], high-stakes condition [bmean = .348, conﬁdence interval = .296–.407]) (Figure 2D). These replicate the key ﬁndings
from Kool et al. (7,19).

Self-report Measures and Model-Based Control
Figure 3A displays the mean beta value and credible interval
for the association between self-report measures and
model-based control. For the majority of constructs measured,
Bayesian regressions revealed high certainty of the presence
Table 2. Posterior Probabilities of Reductions in ModelBased Control
Construct
High Stakes
Negative

Low Stakes
Negative

High–Low Stakes
Negative

100a

100a

73

Distress Intolerance

100

a

100a

26

Positive Urgency

100a

100a

24

Negative Urgency

99a

100a

27

Anxiety Sensitivity

97a

99a

32

Depression

96a

100a

17

Uncertainty Intolerance

100a

95a

79

Emotion Dysregulation

99a

95a

65

Apathy

95a

98a

40

Disordered Eating

95

98a

38

Perseverance (Lack of)

91

98a

29

Factor Scores. The three transdiagnostic factors were

Barratt Impulsiveness

90

99a

27

generated using the published factor loadings from Gillan et al.
(14). The authors factor analyzed nine self-report scales
reducing the data to three dimensions subsequently termed
anxious depression, compulsive behavior and intrusive
thought, and social withdrawal. Using the scales overlapping
with Gillan et al. (14) (see Supplemental Table S1), we set their
published factor loadings as independent variables in a
regression and set the item level scores for our participants as
the dependent variable, thereby generating factor scores for
our participants. Using Bayesian regression, we entered factor
scores for all three factors concurrently as independent variables and the interaction with stakes while controlling for age,
IQ, and gender, with model-based control (w) as the

Schizotypy

92

93

46

Premeditation (Lack of)

97a

80

79

Trait Anxiety

75

99a

14

Rumination

94

78

72

Alcohol Use

65

82

36

Sensation Seeking

38

100a

Social Anxiety

59

37

Obsessive-Compulsive

1a
66

The data are the probability (%) that each self-report measure
predicts decreases in model-based control.
a
At least 95% of the posterior probability density over b (the coefﬁcient
relating symptom severity to model-based control) is below zero (or above
zero), indicating a high degree of certainty that symptom or trait severity is
associated with reduced model-based control.
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Table 3. Posterior Probabilities of Reductions in ModelBased Control
Factor
High Stakes
Negative

Low Stakes
Negative

High–Low Stakes
Negative

42

99a

4a

Anxious Depression
Compulsive-Intrusive

100

Social Withdrawal

a

7

a

60

0a

88

100

The data are the probability (%) that each transdiagnostic factor
predicts decreases in model-based control. Psychiatric factors were
generated using factor loadings from Gillan et al. (14).
a
At least 95% of the posterior probability density over b (the
coefﬁcient relating transdiagnostic factor score to model-based
control) is below zero (or above zero), indicating a high degree of
certainty that the factor severity is associated with reduced modelbased control.

of relationships with model-based control (w) (Table 2). For
example, the posterior placed nearly all its mass on the beta
value for distress intolerance (Figure 3B) being less than zero.
This means that we can have high certainty that the relationship between distress intolerance and model-based control (w)
is negative.
Of note, sensation seeking (Figure 3C) was the only
measure showing an interaction with stakes, such that the
large negative relationship between sensation seeking and
model-based control (100% of distribution is highly negative) that was present during low stakes was not present
during high stakes, with the posterior distribution roughly
centered around zero (38% negative, 62% positive).
Corresponding to this difference, 99% of the posterior
distribution was positive for the high–low stakes interaction.
Scatter plots showing original data points are in
Supplemental Figure S1.
Additionally, the results of entering all measures into a single regression are in Supplemental Figure S4, but should be
greater distance from 0 = larger effect

High Low High−Low
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Social Withdrawal
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Factors and Model-Based Control
Table 3 and Figure 4A show the mean beta values and credible
intervals for the three transdiagnostic factors (i.e., compulsive
behavior and intrusive thought, anxious depression, and social
withdrawal) in predicting model-based control across stakes.
The anxious-depression factor (Figure 4B) showed a similar
pattern of results to sensation seeking, with 99% of the posterior probability for low stakes below zero, indicating a strong
anticorrelation between anxious depression and model-based
control; this effect was eliminated for high stakes, with the
posterior probability closely centered around zero (42%
negative, 58% positive). For the high- and low-stakes interaction, 96% of the posterior was positive. The compulsive
behavior and intrusive thought factor (Figure 4C) posterior
distribution was nearly 100% negative across stakes. Moreover, the mean beta value and credible interval demonstrated
the largest effect in predicting reductions in model-based
control relative to the other two factors. Using the 95% cutoff, the social withdrawal factor (Figure 4D) predicted increases
in model-based control for low stakes, but this effect was
slightly weakened for high stakes (93%). In a Bayesian
framework, the high posterior probability for beta values below
zero (e.g., compulsive behavior and intrusive thought factor)
and large probabilities for beta values above zero (i.e., stakes
interaction in anxious depression) provides relatively high

B
Model−based control

Stakes:

1.00
0.75
0.50
0.25
0.00

Stakes
High (large incentives)
Low (small incentives)

−1
0
1
2
Anxious Depression

D
Model−based control

A

interpreted with caution because the correlations between
measures (i.e., correlation heatmap) (Supplemental Figure S3)
diminish their construct validity. Including inverse temperature
largely reiterated the same pattern of results, though slightly
weaker (Supplemental Figure S5). Nevertheless, inverse temperature and model-based control are highly correlated
(r1676 = 2.4478, p , .001) and suffer from nonidentiﬁability in
the computational model. Therefore, including both builds
unnecessary redundancy into the regression model.

1.00
0.75
0.50
0.25
0.00

Stakes
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−1

0
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Social Withdrawal
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Figure 4. (A) Coefﬁcient plot with credible intervals containing 95% of the posterior probability
density around the mean for psychiatric factors in a
single regression. Distance from zero indicates a
stronger relationship (e.g., stronger reductions in
model-based control [MBcontrol]) and the credible
interval indicates probable values of the self-report
measure parameter estimate. Greater credible interval width indicates greater uncertainty about the
parameter estimate. (B) The anxious-depression
factor is associated with reduced MBcontrol for low
stakes but not for high stakes. (C) The compulsive
behavior and intrusive thought factor is associated
with reduced model-based control, but high stakes
boost model-based control regardless of the score.
(D) The social withdrawal factor is associated with
increased model-based control, further boosted by
high stakes. Lines in panels (B–D) show regression
lines with credible intervals.
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certainty about the presence of three different relationships
between the factors and model-based control. Scatter plots
with original data points are displayed in Supplemental
Figure S2. After adding inverse temperature to the model,
the results remained consistent, though they were slightly
weaker (Supplemental Figure S6).

DISCUSSION
The primary goal of the current study was to ask the question, Do
people higher in symptom or trait severity boost model-based
control in response to incentives? We found that 1) incentives
boost model-based control across a range of severity on several
psychiatric constructs; 2) sensation seeking and the anxiousdepression factor showed a larger incentive effect, whereby
higher severity was associated with greater boosts in modelbased control; and 3) most constructs were associated with
model-based deﬁcits, but there were some exceptions,
including social anxiety and alcohol use, which showed no
relationship with model-based control, and the social withdrawal
factor, which was related to increased model-based control.
In contrast to prior research on model-based control deﬁcits in psychopathology, which has conceptualized these
deﬁcits as ﬁxed individual traits (9–14), our metacontrol
framework conceptualizes them as dynamic and adaptive.
First, the results of the current study suggest that modelbased control can be ﬂexibly deployed depending on incentives in the environment, and increased clinical symptoms
and traits do not diminish this ﬂexibility. This has important
clinical implications because interventions that use incentives
have shown a range of positive psychiatric and health-related
outcomes. For example, contingency management is an
incentive-based intervention, whereby individuals diagnosed
with substance use disorders are provided incentives in exchange for evidence of behavioral change (43). Moreover, incentives have been widely efﬁcacious in fostering healthrelated goals such as smoking cessation, increased physical
activity, healthy eating, and reduced alcohol consumption
(44). Incentives also consistently improve response inhibition
in patient populations diagnosed with attention-deﬁcit/
hyperactivity disorder (45). Potentially one reason these incentives have been found to be efﬁcacious is that incentives
may enhance processes underlying model-based control.
Future studies could extend the current results in diagnosed
patient samples by providing incentives for increases in
model-based control, and testing if these changes correspond
to treatment outcomes.
Second, our results showed an incentive interaction with
both sensation seeking and the anxious-depression factor, in
which increasing scores on these measures predicted larger
boosts in model-based control in response to incentives.
Although these two constructs show the same pattern of results, it may be due to different mechanisms. Sensation
seeking is putatively characterized by increased appetitive
drive and decreased sensitivity to punishment (46). One possibility is that the high-stakes condition may promote
increased model-based control through hypersensitivity to
reward, and this is consistent with theoretical models (46). For
the anxious-depression factor, although it is unclear to us why
this factor was related to larger boosts in model-based

control, it seems unlikely that it is related to hypersensitivity to
reward.
Third, the self-report measures generally showed a negative
relationship with model-based control, with the exception of
social anxiety and alcohol use, which were unrelated to modelbased control, and sensation seeking, which showed an
interaction with incentives. Some of the self-report measures
had strong correlations (27% of the correlations were r . .5 but
only 3% were r . .7) (see Supplemental Figure S3 for a correlation matrix). Thus, the negative relationship to modelbased control across most constructs may be due to shared
variance of a common illness factor (47,48). However, this is
unlikely to be the sole explanation for our ﬁndings, because the
majority of the correlations between the constructs were weak
or moderate and, furthermore, the psychiatric factors show
three separate relationships to model-based control (i.e.,
compulsive behavior shows a negative relationship, social
withdrawal shows a positive relationship, and anxious
depression shows an interaction with incentives).

Limitations
There are several limitations to the current study. First, our
analyses were unable to tease apart whether deﬁcits arise from
impairment of the model-based controller itself, a dysfunctional metacontroller, or misrepresentation of the costs and
beneﬁts of choices. Future experimental and modeling work
will be needed to tease apart these possibilities. Second, some
constructs were sparsely sampled at the higher ranges, and
given the current sample, we cannot make claims about
whether incentives lead to similar boosts in model-based
control among those at the highest end of severity (i.e.,
formally diagnosed and severe psychiatric patients). However,
many of the participants here reported diagnoses and intensive
psychiatric treatment (i.e., inpatient or residential care)
(Table 1). Nevertheless, our data show that the incentive effect
is largely uniform across the observed range for most constructs (Supplemental Figures S1 and S2). Third, based on our
questions of interest, we did not test whether certain selfreport measures are associated with model-based control,
while simultaneously accounting for the effect of the other selfreport measures, though we did take this approach with the
factors. Future research could examine which constructs have
unique relationships with the effects of incentives on modelbased control.
Fourth, model-based control depends on a domain-general
cognitive mechanisms, such as working memory (6,49). If a
particular symptom is associated with a deﬁcit in working
memory, then this will manifest as reduced model-based
control, but it will also manifest as a deﬁcit in many other
tasks. Future studies would have to measure (in the same individual) multiple tasks with overlapping cognitive demands to
understand whether this is a major confound when examining
model-based control and clinical constructs.
Last, one might be concerned that the task used here is
“degenerate” as a sequential decision task, as there is only a
single choice that results in deterministic transitions. Understanding whether our results generalize to the more complex
sequential decision tasks characteristic of real-world environments remains an important unanswered question.
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Conclusions
In this study, we found evidence for a cost-beneﬁt metacontrol
process that boosts model-based control under high incentive
conditions regardless of symptom or trait severity for many
psychiatric constructs. Exceptions included sensation seeking
and the anxious-depression factor, for which higher construct
severity was associated with larger boosts in model-based
control for high-incentive conditions relative to low-incentive
conditions. Alcohol use and social anxiety showed no relationship, while social withdrawal showed a positive relationship. The
psychiatric factors revealed three separate relationships with
model-based control, with the anxious-depression factor showing
an interaction with incentives, thereby demonstrating the advantage of using psychiatric dimensions to detect speciﬁc relationships between self-report measures and computational
constructs. Future work may seek to test the efﬁcacy of using
incentives to boost model-based control in patient populations
and the relationship between these effects and treatment
outcomes.
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